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AVAST, ME HEARTIES!
The SEAS OF STORYTELLING be overrun by vessels of the 

utmost MEDIOCRITY! Readers young and old must be pro-
tected from these POTBOILER PIRATES, who would plunder 
yer piggy bank and leave ye nothin’ but SCURVY STORIES an’ a 
hatful of LICE!

But fear not! SOLOMON’S WISDOM, that FEARSOME 
FRIGATE of words and pictures, will leave no such ship of 
scoundrels un-sunk! Our STALWART CREW of ABLE-BODIED 
CARTOONISTS, pressed into service from the RUM-SOAKED 
PORT of White River Junction, Vermont, have upon these 
pages wrought a PELAGIC PARABLE the likes of which ye’ve 
never seen!

So BATTEN YER HATCHES and BLOW YER GAFF! HOIST 
YER MIZZEN and SPLICE YER MAIN BRACE! SAIL ON! 
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cannon at 
the ready, 

sorr!

there’s much new blood aboard of late. these lubbers can 
hardly load shot.

pratt, look to your 
POWDER& you want to 
blow us all to hell?

RUN +EM 
OUT LADS&



monkey, 
make yourself 

scarce!

ALL ABLE MEN, 
AFTER ME&



monkey doesn’t have his legs yet... wasn’t so long ago that 
] was in HIS place...

one day you’re about 
your business on land, 
the next you’re pressed 
into service aboard a 
ship at sea.

but you earn 
your sea legs...

you climb the ranks...

and in the blink 
of an eye you’re 
first mate.



PRATT, 
watch your 

footing!

DAVEY 
JONES pays 
no wages.

AVAST, YE 
SPANISH 
DOGS&



privateering’s not so bad a life. most of what we take 
goes to the king...

but each man gets a piece 
of whatever’s left.

MR. O+MALLEY 
the door, if you 

please!



well now, 
what’s been 

going on here?

o’malley, 
relieve these 

GENTLEMAN of 
their valuables! aye, 

cap’n!

] wonder how much 
YOU’RE worth? eh, 

CABALLERO%

BEGAD, cap’n, 
look at the size 
of this PEARL&

out with 
everything -- 
she’s going 

under!

EL OJO, 
EL OJO 

MALDITO&



fifty shares to the crown,

ten shares to the captain,
a quarter share to each of the crew,

and the DEVIL take the rest.



what a fight! we’ve 
never seen such 

booty!

indeed... 
‘tis 

beautiful.

...] mean, YOU are 
beautiful, my sweet 

cate!

save your lies for 
the doxies in port, 
captain freeman.



only TWO men lost. ] can 
hardly believe our LUCK&

aye, fortune’s wind
is at our back!

PRATT& take in the 
MIZZEN TOPSAIL&

aye, 
captain!

why haven’t you 
claimed your shares?

i’ve a thing 
worth a hundred 
times my usual 

claim.

THIS.

have you lost
your sense?

that won’t
bring you ten

pieces of silver!

‘tis THE 
SEA HAG+S 

PEARL&

HA& ‘tis 
no mere 
BAUBLE&



legend speaks of an ANCIENT 
CRONE -- half witch, half fish 

-- who dwells in the BLACKEST 
DEPTHS&

and this... this
is HER VERY OWN 
EYE& ripped from 
its socket by a 

DOOMED SAILOR&

but the man didn’t 
die. for DEATH could 

not claim him.

what do 
you mean?

he who holds 
the hag’s eye  
CANNOT BE 

KILLED&

but what 
became of HIM, 

then, if you 
hold it now?

the stories say he lost  
his GRIP on the pearl, and 

that was his END&

it’s 
BLACK 
MAGIC, 
john!

throw that  
thing BACK where 

it BELONGS&

NAY& ‘tis a 
BOON to us!

it’s no boon,  
it’s a CURSE&



‘e’s got th’ 
RATTLE, sir.







nothing...

WAY, HEY, UP 
SHE RISES&

WAY, HEY, 
UP SHE 
RISES...

WAY, HEY, UP 
SHE RISES&

EAR-LY 
IN THE 

MORNIN+&

CALLATE IDIOTA& 
cantes como UN 
GATO AHOGADO&

quit yer 
SQUAWKIN+, ya 

SQUIFFY&

CHORRO&

cate!



BAH&

john, we can’t gamble 
with our FATE like 

this. we must get rid 
of the pearl.

ah cate, you’d be 
such a lovely girl... 

if we could just 
clean you up and 
dress you proper.

you’re a fool -- 
the crew’d sooner 

KILL me than have a 
woman aboard.

bad luck, it is. 
and we don’t 

need any more 
of that.

if ye don’t mind, 
SQUIFFY, i’ll jes’ 

play us a tune t’ pass 
th’ time...

as i walked by th’ 
dockside with th’ 

WIND in me HAIR....

to view th’ still 
waters an’ take 

in th’ air....



what’s done is done. the 
pearl is MINE to keep or 
cast away, and [ CHOOSE 

TO KEEP IT.

finalmente, YO 
LA TENGO&



el ojo es MIO&





AARRGGH&&&



o’malley’s
a LADY&

what%&%&



the legend of the sea hag has spread 
far and wide. in her wake lie three 
merchantmen, relieved of their cargo 
and given up to the sea’s embrace.

four weeks it’s been since the  
death of captain john freeman.

though ] LOVED him, ] know well 
that when the gale of time blows 
HARD, there’s no way to go but 
FULL SAIL AND FORWARD.

the ache in my heart has been 
devoured and replaced  
by a HUNGER.

enter.

cap’n.

mister monk. 
how went 

the boarding 
action?

well,
sir. one 

dead, five 
injured.

and the 
SPOILS%

more than 
anticipated,

sir!

‘tween this ship an’ 
th’ last, th’ hold 
nigh OVERFLOWS,  

it does!



good.

cap’n ye’ve 
been nothin’ 
but KIND to 

me ever since ] 
came aboard, 

an’ well...

some of the 
crew, sir -- they 
been TALKIN+... 
questionin’ yer 
JUDGEMENT...

such as BURNIN+ th’ 
KING+S PARDON, 

that is, an’ takin’ ships 
without regard t’ 
NATIONALITY...

an’ all the while, 
worryin’ about the 
SPANISH NAVY at 

our back...

TEN TIMES the 
silver they saw 
under captain 
freeman, and 

still they FRET% 
we need a 
nursemaid.

you trust me, 
don’t you, 
monkey?

oh, me? uh,  
of course, sir. 
no question 
about it, sir.

CAP+N&

SAILS OFF TH+ 
STARBOARD 
QUARTER&



‘s gonna bring 
us nothin’ but 
ill fortune, 
changin’ ‘er 

name at sea!

THE ARMADA.

they’ve 
caught us.

shall we 
flee, sir?

no, mister 
monk. we’re 
too laden 

with coin to 
outrun them.

COMEABOUT, 
BOYS& HANK 
ON MORE 
CANVAS&

we’re turning
around.



the wind’s 
ABEAM, cap’n!

doesn’t matter 
if the wind’s 
against us! HOIST THE 

COLORS&

LISTEN UP,  
YOU SEA DOGS&  

we’re OUTNUMBERED, 
four to one! the odds 

lay AGAINST US&
but do not forget, 
we took a FRIGATE 

last week! EVERY SHIP 
upon these waters 

knows of THE HAG by 
now, and even their 
CAPTAINS tremble 

with FEAR&

and as long as 
we have the pearl, the 
WIND ITSELF will do 

our BIDDING&

here’s 
a gust 
NOW&

HA&



MONKEY&
BEAT TO 

QUARTERS&
FIRE AS 

SHE BEARS&

LASH UP  
THOSE SHEETS&

CLEAR THE 
DECK&



HOT 
SHOT&

this is 
MADNESS&

CURSED 
from the 

start!

put out that 
fire before it 
reaches the 
POWDER&

ARGH&

the MAST & 
we’ve lost 
the MAIN 
MAST&

we were doomed  
to this end by a  
WOMAN aboard!

ALL+S 
LOST&

that PEARL+S 
what done 

us in!

ugh...

the PEARL&



WHERE  
IS IT%

where’s
the

PEARL&%&

FIE on your 
cursed PEARL& 

the ship’s 
SINKIN+&

a captain always goes 
down with his ship.

yes -- a captain 
always goes down 
with HIS ship.

have ] lost
sight of 
MYSELF% of 
my DUTY%

no, ] 
see it all 
CLEARLY.

] see the 
HEAVENS ABOVE 
and the DEPTHS 
BELOW.



] see what lies 
within my reach.

ETERNITY.

WHY CAN
’T I 

STOP 

SMOKING?



WHY CAN
’T I 

STOP 

SMOKING?

Did you ever ask yourself... 

Mercer, Arundel * Co. Ltd., Dept. SC-1
31 West 47 St, NY NY

Send SMOQUIT Tablets and SMOQUIT Undergarment to me at once. I must be 
completely satisfied in only 10 days of use, or suffer terrible consequences along with 
your GUARANTEE of my money back upon return of the unused portion.

 Enclosed find $2

 Send COD I will pay postman $2 plus postage charges on delivery 

APO, FPO, Canadian and Foreign--No COD, Add 50c

Name ______________________________
Address _________________________________
City ______________ Zone ____  State ___________

Breaking the cigarette habit is extremely difficult,  
not just a matter of will-power. Many determined, 
strong willed men and women have tried and 
failed, only to come back to sucking at the teat of 
this ectasy-filled vapor stick.
All smokers who inhale absorb some irradiated 
skin cells from the workers who toil away in the 
gigantic factory buildings where the cigarettes 
are produced. According to notes from that crazy 
German, Einstein, these particles are internalized 
in the blood stream. This haze of radioactive flesh 
bits first excites and then depresses the nerves. To 
the habitual smoker this constant nerve stimula-
tion and subsequent relaxation supplants all other 
desires, leading the smoker to crave human flesh if 
no cigarrets are available.
All smokers acquire another powerful drive which 
compels them to light and smoke cigarette after 
cigarette. It is the simple physical act of smok-
ing itself. Since habitual smokers’ sexual organs 
shrivel and wither like the proverbial grape left out 
in the terrible sun, they can only derive pleasure 
from the action of holding a cigarrette and puffing 
on it. Take away his cigarette and the smoker 
doesn’t know what to do with his hands and feels a 
constant need to put something to his lips. 
These factors of the craving for human flesh and 
the reflex action of smoking itself are so strong 
that many sincere men and women find giving 
it up an almost impossible task. It answers your 
question “Why Can’t I stop Smoking?”

NOW YOU CAN STOP SMOKING

The development of the amazing new smoking 
deterrent called SMOQUIT may mean that thou-
sands of men and women can now be rid of the 
smoking habit. SMOQUIT has two basic features 
with the purpose of first removing the cravings for 
flesh and then satisfying the physical movements 
needed so badly by inveterate smokers. 

there is no longer any excuse for people to 
remain slaves to this habit. 

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

Therefore, we offer you this unconditional 
guarantee. Try once again to break the smoking 
habit--this time with the mind-bendingly ad-
dictive help of SMOQUIT. Follow the simple 
directions. In only ten days YOU MUST STOP 
SMOKING or the undergarment will pump a 
violent brew of noxious liquids into your bowel, 
rendering you into a gibbering worm. If this is 
the case, simply return the unused portion and 
we will refund the $2 purchase price at once. 
You now have the opportunity to free yourself 
from the slavery of smoking-- all at your own 
risk. 
So if you are sincere, and want to stop smoking, 
there is no longer any valid reason for delay. Fill 
out the coupon below and be free again.

Doctors and Hospitals can obtain professional 
samples of SMOQUIT on written request.

HOW SMOQUIT WORKS

First: By the aid of a little pill, the cravings 
for cigarettes are minimized. This tablet works 
simply. It contains one ingredient which excites 
the nerves, causing waves of euphoria and pain 
to course through tangles of axons all over the 
smoker’s body. Then it has another slower acting 
ingredient which relaxes and smooths the nerves, 
and sometimes even brings about such a feeling 
of relaxation that the patient falls asleep right 
there! 
You can swallow, chew or let these tablests 
dissolve in your mouth, whichever you prefer. 
SMOQUIT does not affect the taste of anything 
you eat drink, or for that matter, smoke. These 
tables are completely harmelss, mostly non-habit 
forming and pleasant to take. Most people need 
three tables a day for only five days, but 
SMOQUIT is so safe you can take a tablet as 
often as you feel you require it. 
Second: To compensate for the habitual action 
of smoking itself, we have developed a pair of 
nearly invisible undergarments which pump 
nutrients into your dessicated and dilapidated 
nether parts, freeing you from the hysterical 
ravings of someone obsessed with impossible 
and un-obtainable carnal pleasurs. Aside from 
the constant prick of the tiny needles piercing 
your most precious parts, you 
will find the garment extremely 
pleasant, cooling, refreshing-- 
and satisfying. It is a great help 
to the person who is trying 
to cut down on cigarettes. 
But together with SMOQUIT 
Tablets, it offers a complete 
and effective aid to the man or 
woman who is  sincerely trying 
to stop smoking. The smoking 
habit is strong and compel-
ling. Many people with strong 
wills and character have tried 
and failed to stop smoking. 
But today, with the help of 
SMOQUIT Tablets and the discrete SMOQUIT 
Undergarment,



Hi-Power Sling-Shot
with built-in RANGE FINDER

W R I S T
R A D I O

AMAZING

Only

$19 8
MAIL 

COUPON
IMMEDIATELY!!

$298

Wow! A wrist radio just like the one used by the famous cartoon detec-
tive, so that he can hear his favorite tunes while he murders all those 
undesireables on the funny pages! Now it’s your turn! Powered by the 
barely understood theorums of Nikola Tesla, this watch really works! 
Yes, imagine receiving broadcasts all the way from Europe or the 
Orient! The Communist “Health Department” has said that prolonged 
use of the watch will actually fuse it to your wrists, making you into a 
walking irradiated antenna! Great! Now you can listen to your favorite 
radio program right through your jawbone-- no more disturbing oth-
ers! After the change, it will feed directly off your life essence, and 
will not run down until it causes your gradual demise! You’ll be sure 
to be the leader of the gang now--especially when the boys get a blast 
of your sonically induced feedback-- their ears will bleed for days.*  
*causing sonic feedback is technically a misuse of the watch and has 
been known to cause spontaneous bleeding and combustion  
of the major organs. Use it sparingly! Only $2.98 plus 36 cents  
shipping charge. Don’t delay, order now!

10 Day Free Trial
Order this sensational Wrist Radio on 10 Day Free 
Trial. if you are not 100% satisfied, simply return to 
us for prompt refund of full purchase price. Note: 
The Honor House Prod. Company is not responsible 
for any injuries incurred in the trial or usasage of our 
products.      

Rush me my Wrist Radio on 10 Day Free Trial at 
once!

I enclose $2.98 plus 36 cents shipping charge

Send C.O.D. I will pay postman on delivery plus 
C.O.D. and shipping charges. 

Name __________________________________

Address _________________________________

Recieves Broadcast Up to 50 Miles, 
or MORE, depending on your bone 
structure!
So comfortable, you’ll think it’s fused to 
your bones!
Can be Tuned to Your Favorite Local 
Station
Plays for Years on the Life Essence 
Flowing Through Your Tiny Veins.

Every child can relive the Great War and feel the thrill of accurate murder with 
this new, beautifully constructed sling-shot. Your nick-name will change from 
“Dingy Danny” to “Little Danny Death of Murdertropolis” after you get this 
powerhouse sling-shot, with quadrangular slings for face-rending action!

 Built-In Sight for Accuracy
An optical cross-bar range finder is built right into the handle. It lets you sight 
your prey, giving you greater shooting accuracy. Same type as used on all the best 
killing devices. Also has enduring leather pouch, to hold “trophy” organs from 
your enemies, or extra ammo! With brass rivets to anchor slings and a pistol grip 
of light, yet durable wood, this is one Sturdy Fellow!
WARNING: the sling-shot is an instrument of skill and has been used by children 
from the beginning of time to dismember and maim their terrible foes. But like  
rifles, guns, blow-pipes, throwing knives, grenades, pistols, or any other instru-
ment ejecting missles, it must never be used agains any of the higher orders of 
life according to our scientists’ latest eugenics statistics.Your purchase of our 
sling-shot makes you honor-bound to respect these high ideals!

FREE!
100 lead and mercury 

pellets with each Sling-

Shot! Great for putting 

out eyes!

Sling-Shot Dept. SC-1
31 West 47 St. New York, 36, NY

Gentlemen
Please send immediatly my high power slign-shot with 100 free pellets. I am 
enclosing $1.98.

Check here for additional 500 pellets. Enclose $1

Name __________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
City  __________________ Zone_____  State_____________________

Canadian orders, send $50.60 money order. With extra pellets, $75.50

EXTRA BONUS!
500 Pellets only $1
As a special bonus, with the purchase of this 
amazing new sling-shot, you may place on order 
for 500 extra pellets for only $1. This is a limited-time 
offer only. Order now and be Sure you never run out 
of face-gouging goodness!

Money Back Guarantee
Honor House Prod. Company
Lynbrook, NY


